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? IKTRODUCTION --- < ._----A-- 

The Bristol T.188 is a single-seat aircraft, powered by two turbo-jet 
engines, which has been designed for aerodynamic and structural research at 
Mach numbers up to about 2.5. The general configuration is shown in Fig.1. 

. 

Although comprehensive wind-tunnel tests have been done on the design, 
free-flight tests were also considered necessary in order to obtain measure- 
ments free from the effects of wind-tunnel constraints. The 1/36th scale 
model tested in the R.A.E. Bedford 3 x 3 ft tunnel' had its afterbody 
considerably modified in order to accommodate the single-sting support and 
tne 1/12th scale model tested in the R.A.E. Bedford 8 x 8 ft supersonic 
tunnel293 end the A.R.A. 9 ft x 8 ft transonic tunnel4 was supported on 
twin stings running into the rear of the engine nacelles. 

The present paper describes a series of experiments conducted to 
investigate the lateral stability of the design and in particular to measure 
the stability derivative nv at the higher !liach numbers. This is of special 
concern because the destabilising contributions to nv from the long forebody 
and nacelles remain fairly constant with increasing &ach number while the 
stabilising effectiveness of the fin decreases with Kach number so that a 
rather fine balance of large moments may exist at the upper end of the speed 
range with the attendant risk of poor lateral behaviour. 

The lateral-stability analysis of the free-flight tests was based on 
the Dutch-roll oscillation and was therefore complicated by the presence of 
three degrees of freedom, sideslip, yaw and roll, compared with, say, the 
more simple analysis of longitudinal stability involving two degrees of 
freedom only. Very little free-flight model work has been done in this 
country on the lateral-stability problem; therefore the present investigation 
was started rather tentatively with simplified models and instrumentation. 
Because of this, some of the results from the first tvJo models in the series 
are not applicable to the full-seal e aircraft but they are included here 
because of their interest in terms of techr&que development. The third model 
was more representative of the full-scale aircraft though differing from the 
true configuration by having slightly modified body lines and trapezoidal, 
instead of circular-arc, wing sections. These differences, however, are 
expected to have only very small effects on the lateral-stability character- 
istics and the model yielded reliable stability data from which useful 
comparisons viith the wind-tunnel results have been deduced. 

Although the aerodynamic results from this investigation may be of 
somewhat limited interest, being applicable to this particular aircraft only, 
they do SLOW, when compared with the wind-tunnel results, how important the 
effects of sting supports can be. From the point of view of free-flight 
testing, the programme has provided a valuable opportunity for examining the 
suitability of several different, and in some measure independent, methods 
of lateral-stability analysis. Vector methods and analytic methods have 
yielded consistent results and the effects of various approximations to the 
complete Dutch-roll analysis have been investigated. 

2 DESCRIPTION OF TVE lvI0DEI.S W.--r*__ --_.s-- 

All three models were to l/l2 scale and are illustrated in Figs.2-8; 
their principal data are listed in Table 1. They were simplified for ease 
of production by having the aerofoil sections modified from circular arc to 
trapezoidal sections and the bodies reduced to circular cross-sections about 
a straight centre-line. Some refinements to this simple layout vzere made on 
model 3 as described later. Vings and tail surfaces were machined from solid 
aluminium-alloy and the bodies were fabricated from aluminium-alloy tube with 
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bE3SS Siril iii@.esiI~ castings for the nose and tail porticns respectively. 
To minimise the effects of aero-elastic distortion particular care was taken 
in the design and manufacture cf the body joints to make them rigid. The 
nacelles of models 1 and 2 were made from standard s3uminium alloy tube to 
give an approximate representation of the nacelle desis current at that 
time. This has since been superseded. 

Models 4 and 2 were identical apart from small differences in c.g. 
position and moments of inertia, and the presence of the incidence/yaw 
probe on the nose of the second model. No provision had been made on the 
first model for the deliberate excitation of the lateral oscillation but 
the second and third models were equipped with 5 lateral thrust units, 
'honkers', mounted in the tail cone and timed to fire at 1 second intervals 
after the model had separated from its boost motor. The positions of the 
bonkers are given in Figs.2 and 3 and a photograph of the installation is 
given in Fig.4(d). 

The third model was intended to repeat the experiment made with model 2 
but with the main features of the aircraft that were expected to effect the 
lateral stability more accurately represented. These were considered to be 
the body side elevation, the fin aerofoil section and planform and the 
nacelles. The body profiles of the models are compared with the full-scale 
aircraft in Fig.5. The small side-area of the first two models is clearly 
apparent, this was remedied on the third model by building up the body with 
a wooden fairing to represent the cabin and, approximately, the centre-line 
profile of the fuselage. The body camber was not represented since this 
could not be achieved by any simple modification to the basic body and, in 
any case, was not thought likely to have much effect on the lateral stability. 
The moderate amount of body waisting on the actual aircraft was not 
represented. 

Details of the fin as used on the first two models are given in 
Fig.7(a). These were relatively crude representations of the aircraft fin 
and the results from the second model strongly suggested that the fin suffered 
considerable loss of effectiveness below gri = 1.8, possibly arising from flow 
separation at the forward ridge line which is nearly sonic at this Mach number. 
The fin for the third model was therefore made to the correct planform and the 
forward ridge line was removed by building up the aerofoil section with an 
araldite fairing (Fig.7b). The aft ridge-line was also removed by working 
it down to a smooth curve. The 
those on the wind-tunnel models 1234 

eng'ne nacelles on model 3 were the same as 
9 9 9 and represented the nacelle design 

for the Gyron Junior installation to be flown on the first full-scale air- 
craft. The free-flight model nacelles were designed to have their exits 
choked to give full mass flow at the intake at U = 2.0; details are given in 
Fig.8. Each nacelle housed a magnesium flare to aid visual tracking by 
kinetheodolites and high speed cameras. 

The telemetry equipment carried by each model is summarised in Table 2. 
The most important measurements required for the lateral stability analysis 
are the angular rates (or angular accelerations) about the yawing and rolling 
axes, the lateral acceleration at the c.g. and the angle of sideslip. The 
models were too small to accommodate existing rate gyroscopes or angular 
accelerometers and so the necessary angular acceleration data had to be 
obtained from linear accelerometers suitably disposed about the appropriate 
axes. The angular acceleration in yaw was obtained from two lateral 
accelerometers mounted in the body, one near the c.g. and one in the tail, 
and rolling acceleration was obtained from norinal accelerometers mounted 
inside the centre body of each nacelle. The two normal accelerometers in 
the fuselage were used for the longitudinal stability analysis. 
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Model I carried a transpcnder-Wppler unit to measure velocity but 
this could not be installed in the later models because cf lack cf space 
and so their velocities had to be derived from kinetheodolite data only. 
The models were accelerated tc their .b naximum velocity of about 3000 ft/sec 
by a single solid fuel motor. They were mounted in the pick-a-back position 
as shcwn in Fig.&(e) and separated frcm the boost mctcr automatically at 
all-burnt. 

Trajectory, velocity and Each nu&er curves fcr all three models are 
given in Figs.9, 10 and 11. The small increases in maximum velccity on the 
second and third models were achieved by keeping the model/boost cumbinaticn 
as clean and light as possible. For reasons of range ssfety the models were 
required to roll at about one revcluticn per seccnd throughout their flight; 
this was to ensure that they wculd keep within the desired safety area 
shculd they fly at a high lift ccefficicnt. The roll was c'stained by setting 
a differential incidence cf IO minutes between the two wing panels. The 
rates of roll are plctted in Fig.13 which shows that the first two models 
rolled at abcut the desired rate ever the larger part of their flight but 
that the third mcdel rclled at a higher rate at the higher Mach nuillbers. 
The -main effect of the steptiiy rate cf rcll on the lateral behaviour arises 
from inertia cross-ccuplini; and the yawing moment derivative n sc as to 

P 
induce a steady angle cf sideslip. The magnitude of the sideslip angle was, 
however, always small because the roll frequency was kept well below the 
yaw end pitch frequencies SC that r&l-pitch-yaw divergence cculd not cccur. 
The way in which the side-force end sideslip fcllcw the superimpcsed rate of 
roll can be seen most clearly on model 3 at the higher Xach numbers 
(pigs.13,1~,15). ?'he effect of the steady rclling mcticn cn the lateral 
cscillatory mcde should appear in the Term cf a perturbation at the frequency 
of the short period longitudinal oscillatien. Close examinaticn of the 
lateral oscillatcry data failed to shcw any such effect and so the super- 
imposed rate of roll was neglected in the analysis fcr the lateral stability 
derivatives. 

Curves of mean lift coefficient and incidence are given in Figs.16 
and 17, The values of the mean lift ccefficient fcr models 1 and 3 agree 
very closely arci follow the trend cf decreasing CL with increasing 

+ me an 
I&.ch number expected from the results 4' wind-tunnel tests. The behaviour 
cf mcdel 2, however, was quite different in that the mean lift ccefficient 
decreased in several distinct steps as the velccity fell, finally trimming 
out at a small negative CL at subsonic velocities. The mcst likely explana- 

ticii for this is t!lat the tailplane cn lhis model suff'ered scme less of 
effectiveness because cf lccal flew separnticns ever the fin, particularly 
at the higher a&es cf yaw at the beginning cf each oscillation. The basis 
fcr this argument is given more fully in Section 5. The only cscillation 
that could be analysed CA? the first model for the evaluaticn cl: the stability 
derivatives j;ras that produced by the disturbance as the model separated from 
the boost mctcr. On the seccnd model the separaticn oscillation was analysed 
end four cf the five bcnker-excited oscillations; one v;as of tot small ampli- 
tude for accurate measurement. On the third model all five bonker oscilla- 
tions ,and the separation oscillaticn were analysed. A sample cf the telemetry 
record is shown in Fig.18. Unfcrtunately on this mcdel the twc ncrmsl 
accelerometers in the nacelles, which were needed to obtain the oscillatory 
roll data, failed at the mcment cf separaticn. 
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4.d 

METHODS 03' AMLYSIS 

Basic principles 

model 
For the analysis of the stability measurements the flight of each 
was broken down into a number cf discrete time intervals during each 

of which the velocity was assumed constant. These intervals generally 
corresponded to the duration of the oscillation between the firing of one 
bonker and the next, but some oscillaticns were subdivided and analysed 
over two intervals where there was a measurable change in the frequency of 
damping characteristics. 

The analysis was based cn the classical equations of aircraft dynamic 
stability but only five degrees of freedcrn were ccnsidered because cf the 
constant-velocity assumption. It was ,&so assumed that the second-order 
terms of the perturbation velocities were negligible and that there was no 
aerodynamic cross-coupling between the longitudinal and lateral modes. 
Body axes were used v&th the x axis ‘along the body centre-line and al.1 
instruments were accurately aligned with this set of axes. 

The equations cf m&ion then reduce: to 

(a> The longitudinal set 

(b) The lateral set 

(1) 

(2) 

b b -nppz-nrrF-nvf = 0. (5) 

Because of the complicated moticn abcut all axes 
as illustrated by the telemetry reccrd (F&+18), 
equations requires some ccmment. 

experienced by the models, 
the use of these simplified 

The primary object of the ex~rimental progrm was to measure the 
yatig-moment derivative nv, and with the instrumentation available this was 
considered feasible since n v is one of the dcminant derivatives determining 
the frequency cf the Dutch-roll oscillation. Considering the aircraf't con- 
figuration one would not expect large aercdynamic coupling derivatives from 
the longitudinal 5nto the lateral mode because of the moderate sweep, lack 



of dihedral, and attached-flow conditions that should exist over the ting 
for the very low incidence range covered by the tests. For example, wind- 
tunnel tests' have shorsn that at X z 2 the variations of nv and ev with 
incidence are less than 25;: for the free-flight model conditicns. 

The assumption that the later?1 motion is independent of the lcngi- 
tudinal oscillation looks reascnable in the first instance from examination 
of the lateral-accelcronlcter and sidcslip records cf Pig.'i8. The lateral 
motion appears to be a simple daqed hamncnic cscillaticn practically 
unaffected by ihe higher-frequency oscillation in the pitch-plane. This is 
confirmed in that independent methods of analysing the lateral motion based 
on these simplifying aJ3 emumptions give consistent and reasonable results. 
On the other hand the pitching motion is evidently strongly influenced by 
the later‘al oscillation so that the wave-form is composed cl" at least two 
superimposed escillations end the sm-plitude i s not exponentially damped in 
fact; it increases fcr tine first few cycles. Standard methods of analysis 
for the longitudinal-stability data cannot, therefore, be applied, and only 
approximate values of mtv and e have been obtained. w But, S~I.ICC the main 

emphasis of the investigation was cn lateral stability, a more detailed 
analysis of the longitudinal m&ion wa s not ccnsidered justified. In the 
following paragraphs several methods cf lateral-stability analysis are 
described. These have all been applied tc the present tests for the 
follokng reasons:- 

(4 Seine practical experience was required cn the suitability of the 
various methods of analysis for free-flight testing. 

(b) The effects of various degrees of approximation had to be 
investigated, particularly because cf the incomplete data recorded 
frcm the third model. 

442 Lateral stability 

4.2.1 Analytic solution (mesod A) 

The instrumentaticn system yields direct measurements of line,ar 
acceleration at vWious pcints on the mcdel, angle cf incidence and sideslip. 
The various methods cf canalysis adcpted tc extract the aerodynamic derivatives 
require this data in the fcllo~~&ng Pcrm:- 

(a) Prequency end damping cf the Dutch-roll oscillation. 

(b) Amplitude relationships bctwecn roll, yaw and sideslip. 

(c) Phase relationships betwee; roll, yaw and sideslip. 

(d) Continuous curves cf side-force and sidcslip for two or three 
cycles cf each oscillation. 

The angular acceleration in yaw was obtained from the two lateral 
accelerometers and the roll acceleration from the two normal accelerometers 
in the nacelles. This latter pair of instruments was also responding to the 
longitudinal oscillation and SC the quality of the data fcr determining roll 
acceleration was not so good as that fcr tile yaw acceleration. 

A sample of the dat a for determining frequency and phase angle is given 
in Fig.19 and the collected frcqucncy data from all the models are plotted in 
Fig.20 and again in Pig.21 in the form of th;: non-dimensional lateral- 
frequency parameter. Phase relaticnships fcr model 2 are presented in Fig.22. 
The quality cf the roll data relevant to the oscillations at M = 1.55 and I.9 



was such that the phase comparisons, 9. . , at thesit X?di nu&ers were con- 
I?r 

sidered unreliable and values from the neaz~ curve were taken and used in 
the analysis. The damping of the Dutch-r&l oscillaticn was obtained by 
drawing the best set of parallel lines through the log-plcts of the yawing 
and rolling accelerations and tile sideslip angles. B sample cf these plots 
is given in Fig.23 and the collected damping results are plotted in Pig.24. 
The amplitude ratios between the t,hree degrees cf freedom cf the Dutch-roll 
oscillation mcrc obtain& from the logarithmic damping plots of' the kind 
shown in Fig.23. 

Voepe15 has shcvxl that the lateral set cf equations (j), (&), (5) can 
be solved in terms of the amplitude .a~~3 phase relaticnships of roll, yaw 
and sideslip to yield the fcllowing espre ssions fcr the more important 
derivatives. 

(7) 

there sg. cos C$ is the sign of the trigonometrical function. In the figures 
the results from these expressions are labelled 'method A'. They have been 
obtained for model 2 only because of the lack of roll information from the 
other models. 

4.2.2 Vector scl~lticn (mth~d B1 -- 

T e vector method of analysis fcr oscillrtcry damped motions, due to 
iit Doetsch , 

anti (5). 
)-:?x been .a~nti.cd to the rolling and ya?klg-moment cquaticns (I+.) 
While, in principle, the vector solution should give the same 

answers as the analytic solution (method A), the experimental data is used 
somewhat differently in each case s o that different expcrimcntal errcrs may 
arise. These consideraticns are discussed more fully in para 5.1. 

If the Dutch-roll mode only of the lateral motion is considered, then 
the variables p, r end p in equations (4) and (5) may be considered as 
vector quantities all having the same period and damping. The measured 
quantities were actually angular accelerations 5 and 3? and the sideslip 
angle p but the corresponding amplitude and phase data for the rates can 
be obtained from the kwxn relationships between rate and acceleration 
vectors in a damped harmonic system. Namely: 

(a) The undamped natural frequency gives the emplitudc ratio between the 
acceleration Cand rate vectors so that 
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b) The acceleration vectcr leads the velccity vector in phase by 90' 
plus the damping angle, so that 

$Ln = $Lr = $& = 9o” + ED 
AA. 

where 

Al thcugh sideslip measurements were ,availahle frcm the yawmeter probe, they 
were not used in the vector analysis because t'ne nccustic lags in the piping 
between the sensing head end the transducers precluded accurate evaluation 
of the sideslip phase relationship. kicre consistent results were obtained 
by using the.latere.1 acceleration at the centre of gravity and vectorially 
solving for P by the kinematic relationship. 

"Y 
- g (; + 1") c (2 = 0 . 

Sample vector solutions from model 2 fcr equations (b), (5) and 
(9) are given in Fig.28. In both the yawing and rolling moment polygons 
there are three unknown derivatives so that a solution is not possible 
unless one derivative in each case is l'nown or assumed. In the present 
analysis the yakng and rolling moment derivatives exercising the least 
influence on the Dutch-roll cscillation were n and er respectively and 

estimated values of these were used (3Y.gs.26 3.Zd 27j. This ccmplete form 
cf the vectcr analysis of the Dutch-roll motion yields data on nv, llv, &v 
and 4 . 

P 
It has been applied to the measurements from model 2 only, because 

of the lack of roll information from the other models, and in the figures 
is referred to as VECTOR XETHOD 33". 

4.2.3 Simplified solutions (methods C,D,E) - 

The lack cf rcll measurements for models I a& 3, and sideslip data 
for model 1, precludes the ccmplete a.rxilysis of their lateral-stability 
characteristics by the previous two methods A and B. Theref'cre various 
simplified methods have had to be applied. 

Analytic solution method C 

The crudest apprcnch is to neglect the freedom in roll altogether so 
that the Dutch-roll mcde is simplified to a two-degree-of-freedom oscillation 
2.n yaw and sl e,,ip. 'd cl' The solution is then analogous to that for the short- 
period oscillation in the longitudinal mode7 and yields a value for nv 
depending on the frequency only of the lateral oscillation so that, 
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Also the focal-point snalysis7 ten be used tc give 

Anal.ytic solution (method D) 

A closer approximation for nv has been derived by Thomas 
which includes the yawing-moment term arising from the rolling 

and the product of inertia. Then, 

( ) 

2 

n ic w f _ e !E 2- 
v p2 n2 

7. 
V3. A 

Vector solution (method E) 

and Neumark* 
derivative dv 

02) 

A simplified vector solution ten be obtained by neglecting the rolling 
motion; this should produce an answer for n 
equation (IO) (method C). 

corresponding to that of 
This approximatixn is shcwn by the dotted line 

on the vector diagram for the yawing-moment equation (Fig.28). In this 
figure the resulting error in nv is clearly apparent and, in this instance, 
arises mainly from neglecting the product of inertia term. The effect of 
neglecting the yawing-moment derivative n 

P 
is very small. 

4.2.4 Direct solution for yv (method F) 

The previous two methcds for cbtaining yv, equaticn (8) (method A) 
and equation (II) (method C) use data from the envelopes only of the lateral 
oscillation. They therefore give average values of yv ever the range of 
sideslip covered and dc net yield eny information on the linearity of the 
side-force coefficient with sideslip. It is possible to plct side-fcrce 
curves directly from the records of the lateral accelerometer at the c.g. 
and the sideslip probe. These are shovJn for models 2 and 3 in Fig.35. 

4.3 Longitudinal stability 

Because of the ccmplex mction in the longitudinal mode the only 
derivatives that could be extracted with reasonable confidence were zw end 
m . 

W 
Lift curves were cbtained from model 3 frcm the data yielded by the 

normal accelerometer at the c.g. and the incidence prcbe (Fig.36). These 
were considered linear within the experimental accuracy and the slopes 
ore plotted as zw against Mach number in Fig.41. 

It was possible to extract the frequency of the pitching cscillation 
for all models. A typical frequency plot is shown in Fig.37 snd the 
collected frequency information from all three models is given in Figs.38 
anii 39. In the usual analysis7 of the short-period longitudinal oscillation 
the pitching moment derivative m5w is cbtained from the approximate 
relationship 

. ( 13) 
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In the present experiment, because the damping 
the measured pitch frequency w7 was used in place cf 

This should, however have cnly a small effect on the 

could not be evaluated, 
the undamped value wn . 

1 
evaluation of SO 

. 
4.4 Corrections fur centre cf gravity Shift 

The centre cf gravity positions on the free-flight models were brcught 
forward ccmp‘ared with the full-scale aircraft in order tc cbtain the 
relatively high frequencies cf the oscillatory modes required for analysis. 
The measured values cf the moment derivatives have eherefcre had to be 
corrected to make them comparable with the wind tunnel results and thecreti- 
call esti.ma",es. 

c 

S corrected curve fcr n v is given in IQ.31 where 

The suffices F and P/1 refer tc the values apprcpriate to the full-scale and 
model centre cf gravity pcsitions respectively. The wlues cf yv used in 

this expression were those measured en the appropriate model, i.e. from 
Fig.29(73) for model 3. 

Corrected curves for m>V are given in Pig.&O(b) xhere 

(15) 

5 DISCUSS103 OF RXSULTS 

5.1 Lateral stabill 

The very limited data cbtained from mcdel I showed that while the 
lcngitudinal stability characteristics xere in fair SgP.3~iilf3Ilt with estimates 
(Pigs.40 and &I) the lateral stability derivative nv appeared low. The 
second model yielded results that agreed with those from the first cne at 
M = 2.4 and because cl" the mere ccmprehensive instruzlentation enabled a full 
analysis to be made of the Dutch-xl1 cscillation, Furthermore, the 'honker' 
installaticn allowed the stability tc be investigated over the hiach nwnber 
range 1.2 to 2.5. The third mcdel was much mere representative cf the full- 
scale configuration but unfcrtunately a full analysis of the lateral mcticn 
could not be made because of the failure of the roll accelcrcmeters, This 
was not, however, so sericus as might be supposed because careful comparison 
cf the results from various methcds of analysis for each model has given a 
good measure cf the effect cf the rolling freedom on the yawing moticn. 

Since the main purpose of the investigaticn was tc obtain values of nv, 
the discussion will be mainly concerned with the evnluaticn of this derivative 
with only a few remarks on the other information obtained. 

In Fig.30 the results from the five methods of analysis for nv are 

compared for model 2. The simplest solutions, methcds C and E (Fig.jOa) 
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which neglect the freedom in roll completely, yield results which are in 
close agreement with each other. Theoretically, of ccurse, they <are bound 
tc agree since they are merely two ways of sclving the same cquatians. In 
their practical applicaticn to experimental data, however, the same result 
will only be obtained if the instrumentaticn system is working satisfactorily 
since method C depends upon the frequency only of the lateral oscillation 
whereas the simplified vector solution E uses amplitude and phase measure- 
ments from the motions in yaw and sideslip. The measure of agreement between 
these two solutions is t'nerefore a useful guide to the aocuracy cf the 
instrumentation system. 

The two methods A and B, which include the rolling froedom, also yield 
results which are in close agreement with each ether (Fig.30b) but the 
general level of the nv curve is abcut IO,, higher than tinat cbtained from 
the simple solutions C and F. This difference arises from neglecting the 
terms-n xik 

diagram fzr the yavtig motion (Fig.28) shows clearly that, ' 
. 2V and - $ % $ in the sim@ified solutions. LI$;h;;cFtWce 

8 
it is the product of inertia term which plays the more 5mGortant part. The' 
approximate solution D (Pig.3Ob), which neglects all the rolling terms except 
for the derivative hv and its coupling intc the y%tig moment via the product 
of inertia iE, yields results fcr nv which are in very close agreement with 
those from the more complete forms cf analysis (methods A and B). The fact 
that only the &v term is necessary tc give a clcsc a?proximaticn to the 
result from the complete solution is mcst useful and has been used in the 
analysis cf the third-model results. 

The most surprising feature of the nv curves from model 2 was that the 
values of nv increased with increasing Mach number instead cf decreasing as 
the estimated values suggest. This was thought to be a most unlikely 
characteristic of the design and an explanaticn was sought by examination 
cf the other aerodynamic characteristics cf the model. The main clues are 
evident in Figs.29(a) and l+O, which indicate that a change in aercdynsX& 
characteristics occurred near Iv1 = 2. As the 3Ich number fell below this 
value the longitudinal stability suddenly decreased and there was also a 
fairly sudden loss of y . 

V 
The major ccntributicn to mw arises from the 

tailplane, and a large proportion cf yv from the fin. Thus the whole tail 
assembly appears to have suffered a considerabie less of effectiveness 
below M = 2.0. The most prcbable cause of such a less was thought to be a 
flow separation from the forward ridge line on the fin. Such a separation 
is most likely to Occur when the compcnent of the local flow normal to the 
ridge-line falls to a subsonic value. The gccmetry of the fin (FigJa) is 
such that this corresponds to a flight Mach nulliber of about I .8. A complete 
flow separation from this line would cause a marked less of effectiveness 
of the fin and also of the tailplane because cf its position above the fin. 
Although there was no direct proof that this explanation was the correct 
one, it seemed plausible enough to justify a modification to the fin of the 
third model which would eliminate the offending ridge lines. At the same 
time the fin shape was altered to make it mcro reFesentative of the full- 
sc&Le fin (??ig.?b). 

The effects of the fin modifications on the lateral and longitudinal 
characteristics is evident from comparison between the results of the second 
and third models in Figs.29, 30 and 4.0. There were other differences between 
the second and third models, nctably til the fuselaze cross-section and the 
nacelle size as mentioned earlier, but it is unlikely that these caused the 
marked difference in characteristics belcvr bi = 2.0. At b&h numbers above 
2.0 the results from the second and third models sre in good agreement. 
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The values of nv for the third model arc given in Pig,30(c). They 

have been cCalculated from the lateral-frequency data (method C) and from the 
better approximation of nlethod D. Since a complete lateral analysis was net 
possible on thl 's model no measured values of &v were obtained for substitu- 

tion in the equation cf method D. The values actually used are given in 
Fig.32. Here the measured values from the second mcdel show the same drop 
below M = 2 as occurred in the other derivatives mainly dependent on tail 
effectiveness. But since the third mcdel did not suffer from this trouble, 
an estimated curve for &v has been used which agrees fairly well with the 
measured values from model 2 around M = 2.0 

Admittedly, the C data of Fi&.j2 
a 25$ error in the vds.& of ev 

may net be very accurate but even 
used in method D does net effect the values 

of nv by more than 5$. 

The nv curve from model j has been ccrrectcd to the full-scale centre 
of gravity position and is presented in Fig.31 in ccmpmiscn with the 
estimated curve and the wind-tunnel results frcrn l?efs.l-4. Between M = 1.4 
and 2.0 the results from the free-flight model and the 8 x 8 ft tunnel are 
in good agreement but abcve M = 2.0 the free-flight result falls belcw the 
tunnel values until at M = 2.1+ tkrc is a discrepancy of 207; in n l In V 
gcneral the curve from model 3 follcv~~ the trend of the estimated values 
but lies some IO$ - 2051 below them. Near M = 1.4 the results from the frce- 
flight model, the 8 x 8 ft tunnel, the 3 x 8 ft tunnel and the estimated 
v,zlues all Lit close together. The results from the 3 x 3 ft tunnel model 
are same 4.07; too high thrcughcut the Mach number range of the tests. This 
is perhaps not surprising in view of the modificaticns made to the afterbody 
of the model. 

Some ccnfidence may be placed in the accuracy of the free-flight 
results fcr nv since the evaluation of this derivative is mainly dependent 
on the yawing frequency which can be measured to an accuracy of about 53$. 
The uncertainty in the value of dv has been shown to have only a small 
effect and a pessimistic evaluation of all the experimental errors in the 
free-flight analysis indicates that the overall accuracy of nv should be 
within klO$ The curve fcr mcdel 3 on Fig.31 may therefcre be taken as a 
fairly accurate measurement cf nv on the free-flight model when measured in 
the oscillatory mode. -- --- 

The question then arises as to how close17 the model represents the 
full-scale aircraft configuration (Pigs.1 and 3 . f The lnajor geometrical 
differences, as discussed in Section 2.0 were introduced to simplify the 
model construction and are considered ta have only a very small effect on 
n . The most signifioant difference between the aercdynamics of the free- 

V 
flight models and the full-scale aircraft lies in the possible effects of 
the efflux from the engines on the flew field around the tail assembly. The 
internal flew thraugh the model nacelles is not fully expanded as it leaves 
the nacelle exit. The nacelles were designed to have scnic flow at the exit 
giving a pressure ratic, bekeen the internal Land external flows at the exit, 
of 3.8 at M = 2.0. There ~611, then, be some local shcclc pattern arising 
frcm the expansion of the internal -flcws as they lcave the nacelle exits, 
which will impinge on the fin and tailplane at certain Mach nukers. NC 
attempt has been made in the present analysis tc assess the significance, in 
terms of lateral stability, cf the differences between this (model) flow and 
the engine efflux on the full-scale aircrdt. Scme aspects cf this flow 
interference prcblem have been investigated in the Bodford 3 x 3 ft 
supersonic wind-tunnel. 
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Turning new to the discus;icn cf' the ether lateral derivatives, the 
most reliable results were obtained fcr yv* Here again several methcds of 

analysis hwe been applied which yield fairly consistent results. The 
curves of Cy against p (Fig.351 for mcdel 3 are linear within the experi- 
metal accuracy over the range cf sideslip ccvered but there is some 
evidence of non linearity in the results frommcdel 2. The suspected e 

reason for the less of yv cn model 2 below it = 2.0 has already been dis- 

cussed in Section 5 and has been ascribed tc fluw sepratim from the fcrward 
ridge line of the f.in. The curve cf Fie;.2y(a) cannot therefcre be ccnsidered 
representative of the full-scale aircraft. In 7i.g.29(c) the values of y 

V 

obtained from mcdel 3 (Fi.g.29b) are ccmpared with the wind-tunnel results 
and theoretical estimates. There is again clcse agree;llent between the 
results from the free-flight model and the 8 x 8 f't and 9 x 3 ft wind- 
tunnel model except abcve 11 = 2.0 where, as in the cast cf nv, the free- 
flight results start fallin g array below the wind-tunnel values. In this 
respect the yv and nv results are consistent. 

The three derivatives 4v, 45 
P 

and nr were obtained from model 2 only 

and are shown in Figs.32, 33 and 34.. The values of dv were obtained from 

the analytic method A (equaticn 7) Land the vector scluticn, i,lethcd 3. Here 
again the two approaches yield results which are in cluse agreement with 
each other and in fair agreement nith the wind-tunnel values and estimated 
values at kch numbers abcve 2.0. 

The d‘amping derivatives 4 (Fig. 33) and n 
the vector solution (method B).P While there 

r (F&j&.) were obtained from 
i s fair agreement between the 

measured and estimated curves for 43 , particularly in the variation with 
Mach number, there is a gross discr:pancy between the measured and estimated 
values of n . Moving the centre of gravity aft from the mcdel position 

(-0.24. a) tZ the full -scale position (+O.?O 8) would reduce the measured 
values of nr by some 15% cnly still leaving the larger part cf the difference 
to be explained. The most likely reason for this discrepancy can be seen 
from the sample vector diagram (Fig.28) which is typical cf all the diagrams 
obtained in the analysis of model 2. The amplitude ratios between the 
various components of the cscillatcry motion, which give the length of the 
vectors, can generally be obtained tc 2554 and the phase angles to abcut k2C. 
While uncertainties of this crder have cnly a small effect on the nv vector 
and moderate effects on the Cv and dp vectors, they clearly have a very 
large effect on the nr vectcr. It is therefore net pcssible, with the 
instrumentation used cn this model, to evaluate the nr derivative with any 
reliability. For this reascn no attempt has been made to ccrrect the 
experimentally determined values tc the full-scale c.g. position. It ohculd - 
be possible, however, with mere accurate instrumentation to obtain n by r 
free-flight techniques providing tk derivative is large encugh to influence 
the lateral. oscillaticn by an appreciable amount. 

5.2 Longitudinal stability 

The experimental prcgrazne was miainly directed tow=ards the investiga- 
tion of lateral stability LZMZ! the model s were cqui~ped accordingly. It was 
therefore something of a bonus that the 1aterall.y~mcunted 'honkers' also 
produced the large response in pitch evident in Fig. 18. ;;Jhilc a certain 
amount of the pitching moticn was fed in from the lateral osciJJation, alargo 
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disturbance in pitch was clearly applied the mcment each'bonker'unit was 
fired. The reason fcr this is a parent from the lccation of the'bonkers' 
in the tailcone (Pigs.2,3 and 4d P . A strong shcc:: wave would fcrm ahead cf 
the bonker ef'flux being ejected from the body side so that the associated 
pressure field wculd react cn the tailplane prcducing a nose-down pitching 
moment. 

A full treatment of the longitudinal-stability analysis has not been 
attempted for the reascns given in Secticn 4.1. 

The lift curves shown in Fig. 36 cover only a very small range of 
incidence, _ +2' at the mcst, but their slopes agree very well with the 
estimated values cf z m given in Fig.41. In spite of the complex nature ef 

the pitching oscillaticn it was fcund pcssible to extract the short-period 
pitch frequency with a high degree cf accuracy. The sample frequency-plot 
illustrated in Fig.37 is Qpical of all the oscillaticns and shows that the 
decreasing amplitude cf the accompanying lateral motion has negligible 
effect on the frequency cf the pitching oscillation. Some confidence can 
therefore be placed cn the derived values cf rnVq as being apprcpriate to the 
pure pitching mction aL9z.c. The ccllected frequency data from all the models 
are presented in Fig.38 and again in Pig.39 as the non-dimensional frequency 
parameter w, 5/V. 

The curves of the pitching moment derivative mvv (X.g.&Oa) clearly shovir 

the less cf stability cn mcdel 2 belcw X = 2 but the results from all the 
mcdels, when ccrrected fcr the shift of centre-&-gravity, agree very 
closely with the estimated values abcve bi z 2 (Pig.4Ob). 

The manoeuvre margin has been evaluated frcm the relationship 

acm mw 

-ac3[, = - Z 
W 

and has been plotted for <all three models in Fig.42. Again there is close 
agreement between the measured al13 estimated values above M = 2 and reascnable 
agreement at lcwer &~ch numbers for the third model, 

6 CGNCLUSIGXS 

(I) Several semi-independent methodn Q cf analysis have been applied to the 
lateral oscillatory mcde of three free-flight dynamic-stability mcdels and 
have yielded consistent results fcr the derivatives yv, nv, av and ~5 . The 

P 
methods have also shcvrn the effect, on the evaluation cf nv, of neglecting 
the freedom in roll in the lateral motion. 

(2) Compariscn cf these results with ccrrespcnding wind-tunnel tests have 
shcwn that, as measured cn the mcst representative model, n was some 2C$ 

V 
lower at M = 2.5 than values obtained in the Bedford 8 x 8 ft supersonic 
tLmle1. At Mach numbers below 2 there was close agreement in nv between the 
free-flight results and those obtained in the Bedford 8 x 8 ft and the 
A.R.A. 9 ft x 8 ft tunnels. Earlier measurements cf nv made cn a small model 

with a large. stir~g support in the B&iford 3 ft X 3 ft tunnel were same 40% 
higher t'nan the free-flight results. Reliable data t-ras jlsc cbtained 011 y 

V 

which agreed clcsely with the 8 ft x 8 ft tunnel results up to I& = 2.0 but 
were lower by abcut lO$ at .K z 2.4 
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From one cf the models reasonable measurements cf the derivatives av 

and &p were obtained for Mach numbers between 1.8 and 2.4. At lower Mach 

numbers, however, this particular mcdel 1 's suspected of having suffered a 
severe loss of fin and tailplane effectiveness arising from a flow sepsra- 
tion from a ridge line on the fin. The experimentally determined values cf 
these derivatives below 3 = I.8 sre therefore prcbably unrepresentative of 
the full-scale aircraft on which such a flow separation should net occur. 

(3) The longitudinal stability derivatives zw and mw were obtained for 
Mach ntiers between 1.4 and 2.6 and these, in the main, agree well with 
the firm's estimates. They do not indicate any abnormal characteristics. 

LIST cl? SXG3oLs 

A 

B 

FL 

'rn 

C 

D 

E 

K 
KY 

KP 

K 
P 

Kr 

L 
P 

Lr 

LV 

M 

MW 

M* 

M 
q 

inertia about roll axis 

inertia about pitch axis 

lift coefficient 

pitching moment ccefficient 

inertia about yaw axis 

distance of the fcceJ. point forward of the centre ef gravity 

product of inertia about the roll snd yaw axes 

amplitude of lateral acceleration oscillation 

amplitude of sideslip cscillation 

amplitude of roll oscillation 

amplitude of yaw oscillation 

rolling moment due to rate cf roll 

rolling moment due to rate cf yaw 

rolling moment due to sideslip 

pitching moment 

pitching moment due to incidence 

pitching moment due to rate of change of incidence 

pitching moment due to rate of pitch 
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N 
P * 

*I? 
* 

Nv 

S 

v 

"Y 

b 

c 
= 
C 

eA = 

eC = 

g 

_L_IST OF SYNBOLS (C&d) 

yawing moment due to rate cf roll 

yawing moment due tc rate of yayf 

yawing mcrment due to sidesliP 

gross wing area 

flight-Path velccity 

weight 

side-force due to side&i!? 

ncrmal force due to incidence 

lateral acceleration at the centre of gravity 

span 

geometric mean chord 

aerodynamic mean chord 

i /i EA 

34 t Ic 

acceleration due tc gravity 

. 

iA = A/m (b/2)2 

5 s s/m 5 

iC z C/m (b/2)2 

h= E/m (b/2)2 

45 
P 

= Lp/p SV (b/2)2 

45 
r = Ly/pSV (qJ2 

e 
V 

t: L/ps?r (b/2) 

m = mass ci‘ mcdel 

m 
W 

=M pSVz 
ir/ 

m. VT = IYLJp s z2 

"s = 
M pSVz2 

d 
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LITi! 03' S'ZX3OLS (Contd) 

n = N 
P d 

p sv (b/2)2 

n r I XJpSV (b/2)2 

n 
V 

= N/pS V (b/2) 

P rate or roll 

Q rate of pitch 

r rate of yaw 

z = m/psv 

V lateral perturbation velocity 

w normel perturbation velocity 

X pcsition of the centre-of-gravity c;Lcn.g the body centre-line 

2 
W = ZiJPSV 

c1 angle of incidence 

P angle of sideslip 

cp be&angle 

cb phase mgle ($, is phase advance of r relative tc p) 

sg. cos $I sign of the cosine of Q 

A exponential index to the envelope of the daiped cscillaticn 

p2 = m/p s (b/2> 

9 
frequency of short-period longitudinal oscillation 

v2 frequency of Dutch-roll oscillation 

w2= 2nv2 

0 n unlamped natural frequency 

P air density 
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Weight lb 

Rcll inertia (A) slug ft2 

iA 
Pitch inertia (B) slug ft2 

is 

Yaw inertia (C) slug ft2 

iC 

Product of inertia (E) slug ft2 

5 

Relative density (mean) TV., 

"2 

Centre of gravity 

Inclination of principzl 
axis to datum axis 

wing area (gross) 

Aspect ratio 
Geometric mean chord c 
Aerodyntic mean chord z 
Semi-span b/2 

klcdcl I 

113.3 107.7 

0.418 0.330 

0.0557 o.Q549 

6.56 6.46 

1.768 1.831 

6.83 6.71 

0.911 0.94 
I 

w 

556.8 

391.7 

-0.27; 

0.27 

0.0380 

559.5 

398.3 

-0.2&c 

-2O27' 

-----_--.--- 

i 

2.75 ft2 

3.1 

0.94 ft 
1.027 ft 
1.462 ft 

Model 2 Md.el 3 

117.3 

0.450 

0.0578 

6.808 

1.772 

7.063 

0.908 

0.18 

0.0231 

591.8 

418.0 

-0.21; 
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TABLE 2 -_I 

Model instrumentation 

$65 MC/S 24 channel telemetry 

+3Og normal accelerometer 3.94 inches forward of c.g. 
t30g II II IO. 19 inches forward of c.g. 
23Og I1 11 21.81 inches aft of c.g. 
+7&g lateral accelerometer 3.94 inches forward of c.g. 
O-log longitudinal accelerometer 4.937 inches forward of c.g. 

Transponder Doppler set. 

Model 2 

t-log normal accelerometer 2.00 inches forward of c.g. 
520 

Q :: :: 
17.56 inches aft of c.g. 

217-g B 
in port nacelle 

+17Fg ll II in starboard nacelle 
+7&g lateral accelerometer 3.00 inches forward of c.g. 
+?Og lateral accelerometer 16.56 inches aft of c.g. 
4 hole differential pressure hemispherioal head for incidence 

and aideslip 
5 Imp Mk.IV lateral thrust motors ('honkers') timed to fire at 

5,6,7,8,9 seconds after launch. 

M0del 3 

flog normal accelerometer 3.47 inches forward of c,g. 
$20 

f?n :: 
17.08 inches aft of c.g. 

+17--g 
3 IV 

in port nacelle 
+17g3 If in starboard nacelle 
t7ig lateral accelerometer 2.37 inches forward of c.g. 
"log " I1 15.98 inches aft of o.g. 
4 hole differential pressure hemispherical head for incidence and. 

sidcslip 
5 Imp Mk.IV lateral thrust motors timed to fire at 

5.0, 6.2, 7.4, 8.6, 9.8 seconds after launch. 
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Values of the lateral stability derivatives 
yvp nv, 4, and 4, have been measured on free-flight 
models of the Bristol “.‘:., for Mach numbers between 
1.2 and 2.6. These show that the alrcraft should be laterally stable up 
to M = 2.6, at least, although the free-flight results indicate a somewhat 
smaller stability margin than estimates or wind-tunnel measurements. 

Some additional data on zw and mw have been derived from the 
longitudinal motion. 
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